ISRAEL, PALESTINE & JORDAN
June 21-July 3, 2020
$6,699 (based on double occupancy)
CAREER ENRICHMENT

Nursing Journey

$1,699 (single supplement)

BOOK NOW 888.747.7501

Join us to explore Israel, Palestine & Jordan, a region steeped in
history, diversity and local traditions. Examine the range of healthcare
services and education provided in each country while experiencing
the unique opportunity to connect with families and community
members from a broad cross-section of multicultural backgrounds.
Journey with us to this Ancient Land to explore healthcare, daily life,
and the many complexities of this beautiful and mysterious region.
Program Highlights
• 12 nights / 13-day journey through Israel, Palestine and Jordan.
• Nanda Journeys and the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing are

•

collaborating to present the Nursing Journey. Professional Nurses
participating in the activity and completing the evaluation tool may
receive a maximum of 8-10 Nursing Continuing Professional
Development contact hours. The University of Pittsburgh School of
Nursing is accredited as a provider of nursing continuing professional
development by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s
Commission on Accreditation.
Optional post-program extension to Cairo, Egypt.

Focus on healthcare
• Interact with nursing professionals from a variety of facilities in
both Israel and Jordan such as Ramban Hospital Haifa and King
Hussein Medical Center Amman.
• Meet with faculty and students at various nursing schools such as
Tel Aviv University, Almakassed College of Nursing, and
University of Jordan to compare the practice and education of
nurses in each location.
• Focus on learning about the health systems in Israel, Palestine and
Jordan. Discuss the prevention of illness and the management of
chronic disease along with the role of nurses and other medical
professionals in providing healthcare.
Focus on the community & culture
• Giving back and engaging with the local community is an
important part of your journey. Visit the Balqa Governorate
Health Directorate in Salt to learn about their health center,
maternity and community activities.
• Gain authentic cultural insight during an evening spent enjoying a
home-cooked meal with a local family in Nazareth.
• Visit a family owned coffee mill called El-Babor to meet the owner
and learn about coffee making in the region.

Program Leader: Dr. Bobbie Berkowitz, Dean Emerita and
Professor of Nursing, Columbia University School of Nursing
Bobbie also holds the title of professor emerita at the University of
Washington, where she was the Alumni Endowed Professor of Nursing
and chair of the Department of Psychosocial and Community Health and
adjunct professor in the School of Public Health and Community
Medicine.

Why Nanda Journeys?
Travel for people with purpose and
passion. See for yourself what a difference
travel makes.

Ready to go?
Tel: 888.747.7501
Email: info@nandajourneys.com
Website: www.nandajourneys.com
CST 2121590-40

